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It is controversial whether a classifier (C) or measure word (M) in Chinese forms a constituent first with Num (numeral) or N in a [Num C/M N] phrase. This paper reviews evidence for the [Num C/M] constituency from modern Chinese and then provides evidence from historical and typological perspectives. Under the [Num C/M] constituency, not only the C/M word orders attested in Chinese history, but also all those attested elsewhere, can be straightforwardly accounted for by the head parameter, while such simplicity is unattainable under the [C/M N] constituency. In addition, fresh evidence is obtained from the internal word order within a complex numeral; e.g. san-shi ‘30’ is base-final, with n (3) and base (10) entering into a multiplicative function, $3 \times 10$. The same multiplicative function exists between Num and C/M, e.g. san-duo hua ‘3 C flower’ = $3 \times 1$ flower, and san-da hua ‘3 dozen flower’ = $3 \times 12$ flower. C/M and bases are thus unified as multiplicands, an insight further supported by the consistent correlation between the base-final order and the C/M-final order throughout the history of Chinese. A closer examination of the 103 classifier languages in Greenberg (1990[1978]) further reveals that, among the 52 languages whose numeral systems and C/M word orders can be obtained, the synchronization between the numeral base and C/M is nearly universal. The base-C/M unification as multiplicands and base-C/M synchronization in word order strongly suggest that Num and C/M form a single constituent.
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1. Introduction

In a Chinese phrase formed by a numeral (Num), a classifier (C) or measure word (M), and a noun (N), i.e. \([\text{Num C/M N}]\), C/M occupy the same position, as in (1a) and (1b), respectively. Whether this phrase involves a left-branching or right-branching structure, as shown in (2a) and (2b) respectively, or both structures are in fact required, has been a rather contentious issue.

(1) a. 三 本 書
   \(san\) \(ben\) \(shu\)
   3 C book
   ‘3 books’

b. 三 箱 書
   \(san\) \(xiang\) \(shu\)
   3 M-box book
   ‘3 boxes of books’

(2) a. Unified left-branching structure: \([\text{Num C/M}]\) constituency

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Num} \\
\text{san} \\
3 \\
\text{C/M-box} \\
\text{book} \\
\end{array}
\begin{array}{c}
\text{C/M} \\
\text{ben/xiang} \\
\text{N} \\
\text{shu} \\
\end{array}
\]

b. Unified right-branching structure: \([\text{C/M N}]\) constituency

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Num} \\
\text{san} \\
3 \\
\text{C/M-box} \\
\text{book} \\
\end{array}
\begin{array}{c}
\text{C/M} \\
\text{ben/xiang} \\
\text{N} \\
\text{shu} \\
\end{array}
\]

Note that (2a) and (2b) are only meant to be schematic, with phrasal labels and many other details left out intentionally. Greenberg (1990[1975]:227), having examined a large number of classifier languages, claims that a numeral universally forms a unit with a classifier first, as in (2a). Within Chinese linguistics, while some works assume Greenberg’s approach, most of the recent formalist accounts adopt (2b) instead. While actual accounts in the literature have more elaborated structures than (2a) and (2b), the aim of this paper is to demonstrate that the left-branching approach is on the right track, and we shall thus avoid being tangled up in the structural details of specific accounts.

The paper is organized into seven sections. Section 2 first reviews the similarities and differences between C and M from semantic, structural, and mathematical perspectives. Section 3 then presents the three approaches to the constituency
of C/M phrase [Num C/M N], i.e. left-branching, right-branching, and split accounts. Section 4 discusses how C/M’s common properties favor the left-branching approach. Section 5 turns to C/M’s word order typology and demonstrates how C/M’s left-branching structure offers the simplest explanation. We shall first focus on C/M’s word order variation in the history of Chinese and then on C/M’s word order typology in general. Section 6 offers fresh evidence favoring the [Num C/M] constituency obtained from the significant synchronization between the word order of C/M (e.g. san-da ‘3 dozen’ is C/M-final, with Num (3) and C/M (da) entering into a multiplicative function, 3×12), and that of the base in a complex numeral (e.g. san-shi ‘30’ is base-final, with n (3) and base (10) likewise entering into a multiplicative function, 3×10). This synchronization is consistent throughout the history of Chinese. Further research on 52 classifier languages in Greenberg (1990[1978]) reveals that the base-final-to-C/M-final and base-initial-to-C/M-initial synchronization is nearly universal with only one possible exception. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Differences and similarities between C and M

This section demonstrates how C/M behave similarly and also differently. §2.1 first pinpoints C/M’s semantic differences; §2.2 then presents how mathematically C/M can be unified under the concept of multiplicand but differ in their respective value. §2.3 discusses the consequent differences in scope phenomena. C/M’s common properties are then summarized in §2.4.

2.1 Semantic distinction between C/M

It has been widely observed that C/M differ in their semantic contribution to the nominal phrase. Greenberg (1990[1974]:201) states that C’s are redundant in translation into a non-classifier language like English, but M’s are not. W. Li (2000:1117) offers a more accurate description that C is semantically redundant in [Num C/M N], as it does not contribute any semantic content that the noun does not already have. Thus, crucially, a C does have its semantic content, but it is semantically redundant in the context of [Num C/M N]. M is not (e.g. Tai & Wang 1990; Croft 1994; Peyraube 1998; Cheng & Sybesma 1999; and many others). Her (2012b) proposes a simple formulation in set-theoretic terms to capture the semantic distinction between C/M: i.e. properties denoted by C constitute a subset of those denoted by N, which is not true for M. Thus, in (1a), the C 本 ben and the N 書 shu ‘book’ are compatible in that being a bound volume, which is the denotation of ben, is an inherent property of a book. In contrast, the measure word
箱 xiang 'box' in (1b) adds information to the noun, i.e. the books in question are contained by a box and/or their quantity fills a box.

2.2 C/M’s mathematical properties: convergence and divergence

In (3) below, there are four different C’s, all with the same numeral and noun. Crucially, in spite of the different C’s, the denotations of these four nominal phrases are the same, i.e. three eggs. This fact confirms that, semantically, each C is redundant in [Num C/M N] and thus the denotation of each of the four phrases can be composed from Num and N, with or without C. From a mathematical perspective, Au Yeung (2005, 2007), Yi (2009, 2011), and Her (2012a, 2012b) propose that this fact can only be derived by viewing each C in (3) as a multiplicand with the value of 1. In other words, the implicit mathematical operation between Num and C is multiplication, \[ \text{multiplier} \times \text{multiplicand} \], where the multiplicand C is 1.\(^1\)

(3) a. 三 個 雞蛋
\[ (3 \times 1 \text{ egg} = 3 \text{ eggs}; \text{ge} = 1) \]

’san ge jidan
3 c egg
‘3 eggs’

b. 三 粒 雞蛋
\[ (3 \times 1 \text{ egg} = 3 \text{ eggs}; \text{li} = 1) \]

’san li jidan
3 c egg
‘3 eggs’

c. 三 顆 雞蛋
\[ (3 \times 1 \text{ egg} = 3 \text{ eggs}; \text{ke} = 1) \]

’san ke jidan
3 c egg
‘3 eggs’

This idea of C as ‘times one’ is stated explicitly by Greenberg (1990[1972]:172): “all the classifiers are … merely so many ways of saying ‘one’ or, more accurately, ‘times one’.” Her (2012a, 2012b) takes this idea further and suggests that [Num C/M] in general can be seen as ‘times x’, where all Cs assign x the same numerical value of 1, but each M assigns x a unique value, which can be numerical or non-numerical, indeed anything except the value of 1. To put it simply, Cs are necessarily 1, Ms are not. Here are three examples of M.

---

\(^1\) Using san da meiguihua or three dozen roses as an example, in the equation \(3 \times 12 \text{ roses} = 36 \text{ roses}\), 12 is the multiplicand, representing the number in a group, group being dozen in this case, and 3 is thus the multiplier, referring to the number of groups. Even though the order between the two is irrelevant mathematically, as \(3 \times 12 \text{ roses} = 12 \text{ roses} \times 3\), we shall see in §4 that it does matter linguistically for C/M and numerals.
(4) a. 三 打 雞蛋
san da jidan
3 m-dozen egg
‘3 dozens of eggs’

(3 × dozen egg≠3 eggs; dozen≠1)

b. 三 磅 雞蛋
san bang jidan
3 m-pound egg
‘3 pounds of eggs’

(3 × pound egg≠3 eggs; pound≠1)

c. 三 箱 雞蛋
san xiang jidan
3 m-box egg
‘3 boxes of eggs’

(3 × box egg≠3 eggs; box≠1)

Unlike C’s uniform numerical value of 1, each M has its own unique mathematical value; consequently, the three phrases have drastically different denotations, due solely to their different M’s. Crucially, even though each M can be represented redundantly as 1M, 1M is not 1. For example, in (4a), [3 × dozen egg] (= [3 × 1 dozen egg]), is not the same as [3 × 1 egg]. Note also that, even though the actual value of an M may accidentally be 1, C’s value is necessarily 1. For example, in (4b), three pounds of eggs may accidentally be three eggs with each one weighing exactly one pound. This does not make pound a C. Therefore, however precise or imprecise the value of an M, be it number, weight, volume, size, time, height, length, or monetary value, the crucial point is that mathematically it is not necessarily 1. In contrast, a C – regardless of the particular semantic feature or features it may highlight, be it humanness, animacy, shape, or function – is necessarily 1 mathematically.

In short, mathematically C/M converge in being the multiplicand with Num as the multiplier; [Num C/M] thus shares exactly the same internal structure of a high number round figure, e.g. 三十 sanshi ‘30’ can be seen as [3×10], 三百 sanbai ‘300’ as [3×100]. However, C/M diverge in their precise mathematical value: C is necessarily 1, but M is not.
2.3 C/M’s differences in scope phenomena

The semantic and mathematical distinctions have consequences in scope phenomena, as noted in Her & Hsieh (2010). As shown in (5b), the pre-C adjective scopes over C as well as N. In contrast, the pre-M adjective in (5a) does not scope over N.

(5) a. 一 大 箱 蘋果
yi da xiang pingguo
1 big m-box apple
‘1 big box of apples’
≠
一 箱 大 蘋果
yi xiang da pingguo
1 m-box big apple
‘1 box of big apples’

b. 一 大 頤 蘋果
yi da ke pingguo
1 big c apple
‘1 big apple’

2. An anonymous reviewer asks how the consequences are derived from the mathematical distinction but not just from the semantic distinction. The two distinctions are interrelated as the two sides of a coin. As a multiplicand I, C is semantically redundant and transparent; M, with its mathematical value being anything except I, cannot be semantically redundant and transparent.

3. Note that traditionally it has been claimed that only M, not C, can be modified by a bare adjective (e.g. Chao 1968; Tai & Wang 1990; Cheng & Sybesma 1998, 1999). This is quite simply incorrect, as convincingly demonstrated in many recent works, e.g. Hsieh 2008, Her & Hsieh 2010, Zhang 2011, and Li 2011. Note also that Cheng & Sybesma’s (1999) two-structure account for C/M is based on this incorrect observation and another, also incorrect, observation that only M, not C, allows -de insertion, which will be discussed momentarily.

4. X. Li (2009:118) disputes this fact with the following (apparent) counter-example:

   (i) Wo chi-le yi da tiao xiao huanggua.
   I eat-perf one big CL small cucumber
   ‘I ate a small cucumber, which is big (for my stomach).’
   X. Li argues that the pre-C adjective da ‘big’ does not modify the noun cucumber in (i); otherwise, (i) one would be self-contradictory, as the cucumber cannot be big and small at the same time. However, crucially, xiao huanggua is a particular kind of cucumber and the proper translation is not ‘small cucumber’, but ‘gherkin’ or ‘Japanese cucumber’. Thus, to me and my informants, the only possible interpretation of (i) is ‘I ate a big Japanese cucumber.’
Such scope phenomena are consequences of C/M’s different semantic and mathematical properties: C, being semantically and mathematically redundant in \([\text{Num C/M N}]\), does not constitute a barrier for adjectives to scope over N; M, on the other hand, being semantically and mathematically substantive, does constitute a barrier.

The same is true for numeral quantification. Again, C, being semantically and mathematically redundant in \([\text{Num C/M N}]\), does not constitute a barrier for Num to scope over N; thus, in (6a), all C’s can be omitted for stylistic purposes and the truth value remains the same. In the Beijing dialect of Mandarin Chinese especially, Cs are much more freely omitted than in other dialects (e.g. Chu 1994; Wang 2004; Ma 2011; Her 2012a), and in many Tibeto-Burman languages with a less developed classifier system, e.g. Tibetan, Jingpho, and Cuona Monpa, the use of C is often optional (e.g. Jiang 2006:18). M, on the other hand, being semantically and mathematically substantive, does constitute a barrier. In (6b), numeral quantification only scopes over M, which thus cannot be omitted without changing the meaning of the sentence.

(6) a. 五 (張) 餅 二 (條) 魚 餵飽 五千 (個) 人
   \(wù (\text{zhang}) \ bīng \ \text{er} (\text{tiao}) \ yú \ \text{weibao} \ \text{wuqian} (\text{ge}) \ \text{ren}\)
   5 \ C \ loaf \ 2 \ C \ fish \ feed-full \ 5000 \ C \ person
   ‘5000 people were fed with 5 loaves and 2 fish.’

b. 五 * (箱) 餅 二 * (籃) 魚 餵飽 五千 * (組) 人
   \(wù * (\text{xiang}) \ bīng \ \text{er} * (\text{lan}) \ yú \ \text{weibao} \ \text{wuqian} * (\text{zu}) \ \text{ren}\)
   5 \ M-box \ loaf \ 2 \ M-basket \ fish \ feed-full \ 5000 \ M-group \ person
   ‘5000 groups of people were fed with 5 boxes of loaves and 2 baskets of fish.’

### 2.4 C/M’s common properties

As noted in Her (2012b), other than the differences discussed above, C/M behave the same and six properties are given. An additional property that involves the use of *ban* ‘half’ and *duo* ‘more’ is also noted in Hsieh (2008:45–46).

(7) C/M Common Properties
1. \([\text{Num C/M N}]:\) C/M mutually exclusive but \([\text{Num C/M}]\) allows conjunction
2. \([\text{Num C/MN}]:\) allow N ellipsis and N extraction
3. \([\text{Num C/MN}]:\) allow C/M ellipsis but \([\text{C/M N}]\) allows no extraction
4. [Num C/M-de N]: allow -de insertion and [Num C/M] allows conjunction
5. [NumC/M N]: allow Num ellipsis, if Num = 1
6. [Num C/M-ban/duo N]: allow -ban/duo insertion and [C/M-ban/duo] allow conjunction

The first property is that C/M occupy the same position; they are mutually exclusive and allow no conjunction, as in (8a) (e.g. Jiang 2012:11–12). This indicates that C/M are of the same category and have the same structure in [Num C/M N]. Furthermore, [Num C/M] can be conjoined, as in (8b)–(8c).

(8) a. *一本 (和或) 箱 书
    yi ben (han/huo) xiang shu
    1 c and/or box book
b. 一箱 或 兩 箱 (的) 书
    yi xiang huo liang xiang (de) shu
    1 m-box or 2 m-box DE book
    ‘one or two boxes of books’
c. 一百本 或 兩百 本 (的) 书
    yi-bai ben huo liang-bai ben (de) shu
    100 c or 200 c DE book
    ‘one hundred or two hundred books’

The second property is that C/M both allow N ellipsis, when N is recoverable from discourse, as in (9a)–(9b), as well as N extraction, but not [C/M N], as in (9c) and (9d), respectively.

(9) a. 他有 三 箱 书，我也 有 三 *(箱) e
    ta you san xiang shu, wo ye you san xiang e
    he have 3 m-box book I also have 3 m-box
    ‘He has 3 boxes of books, I also have 3 boxes (of books).’
b. 他有 三 本 书，我有 三 *(本) e
    ta you san ben shu, wo you san ben e
    he have 3 c book I have 3 c
    ‘He has 3 books, I have 3 (books).’
c. 书，他有 三 本 e
    shu ta you san ben e
    book he have 3 c
    ‘Books, he has 3.’
d. *本 书，他有 三 e
    ben shu ta you san e
    c book he have 3
The third property is that C/M also allow themselves to be omitted, but only when Num is a high number round figure, as in (10a)–(10b). However, though it looks like [C/M N] is deleted, it cannot be extracted at the same time, as in (10c).

(10) a. 他有 一百本書，我有 三百/*三你有
   ta you yibai ben shu, wo you sanbai/*san ni you
   he have 100 book I have 300/3 you have
   幾百/*幾？
   ji-bai/*ji?
   how-many-hundred/how-many
   ‘He has 100 books, I have 300/3, how many (hundred) do you have?’

b. 他有 一百箱書，我有 三百/*三 你有
   ta you yibai xiang shu, wo you sanbai/*san ni you
   he have 100 m-box book I have 300/3 you have
   幾百/*幾？
   ji-bai/*ji?
   how-many-hundred/how-many
   ‘He has 100 boxes of books, I have 300/3 (boxes of books), how many (hundred) (boxes of books) do you have?’

c. *箱書，我有 三百
   xiang shu, wo you sanbai
   m-box book I have 300

Note that a high round figure like sanbai ‘300’ is \([3 \times bai]\), and the [Num C/M] sequence, e.g. san ben \([3 \times 1]\), involves the same multiplication relation. The base bai (a multiplicand) bears a resemblance to C/M (also a multiplicand) and can thus be interpreted as a C/M cognitively. But if the numeral is not analyzable as having the internal structure of [multiplier \(\times\) multiplicand], e.g. san ‘3’ and ji ‘how many’, C/M cannot be omitted.

The right-branching analysis misses this generalization between numeral bases and C/M and must stipulate this property of high round numbers. Furthermore, the fact that C/M and N are both deleted does not suggest the [C/M N] constituency because it cannot be extracted when the Num is a high round number, as shown in (10c).

The fourth property is that C/M both allow -de insertion. (11a) is from the Sinica Corpus, cited in Hsieh (2008), and (11b) is equally good. Here the [Num C/M] sequence can be conjoined, as in (11c).

\[5\] Note that if ji is replaced with duoshao, the question is then well-formed. That is because unlike Ji, which requires a C/M, duoshao does not. The former is numerical, while the latter refers to quantity.
(11) a. 五百萬 隻 的 鴨子
   wubaiwan zhi de yazi
   5-million c DE duck
   ‘5 million ducks’

b. 五百萬 箱 的 鴨子
   wubaiwan xiang de yazi
   5-million m-box DE duck
   ‘5 million boxes of ducks’

c. 五 箱 還是 五 籃 的 鴨子
   wu xiang haishi wu lan de yazi
   5 m-box or 5 m-basket DE duck
   ‘5 boxes (of ducks) or 5 baskets of ducks’

Note that traditionally it has been claimed that only M allow -de insertion (e.g. Chao 1968; Tai & Wang 1990; Cheng & Sybesma 1999). This is incorrect, as convincingly demonstrated in many recent works, e.g. Hsieh (2008), Her & Hsieh (2010), Zhang (2011), and Li (2011), with solid corpus data as well as judgment by native speakers. It is true, as noted by Her & Hsieh (2010), that while -de is generally acceptable in [Num M-de], numerals with greater computational complexity are preferred with [Num C-de]. However, it is crucial to our task at hand to note that all numerals, regardless of the internal computational complexity, must have the same structure in [Num C/M N].

The fifth property is that C/M also allow Num to be elided, but only when Num’s value is 1. Mathematically, the explanation is simple: \((n \times m) = m\), iff \(n = 1\); the multiplier 1 is thus redundant.

(12) a. 這 (一) 本書
   zhe (yi) ben shu
   the 1 c book
   ‘This book’

---

6. An anonymous reviewer suggests that M with and without de-insertion has a slight difference in meaning; e.g. [3 cup de water] is about the volume, while [3 cup water] is about the individual units. However, Li (2014) demonstrates convincingly that C and M do not differ in this regard and thus argues for a unified account for C/M. The reviewer further suggests that such a meaning difference is ideally derived structurally. However, the reviewer’s conclusion that this difference cannot be accounted for structurally if [Num C/M] is a constituent is a bit hasty. In fact, de-insertion is more a problem for the right-branching account, where [C/M N] is a constituent and de-insertion must interrupt this constituency. In her right-branching account, Li (2014) thus resorts to post-syntax phonological insertion of de. In a left-branching account, this meaning difference is easily accounted for by the presence and absence of the complementizer de (e.g. Hsieh 2008; Her 2012b).
b. 這 (一) 箱 書
zhe (yi) xiang shu
the 1 M-box book
‘This box of books’

The sixth property is that C/M both allow *ban* ‘half’ or *duo* ‘more’ to be inserted following C/M, as the examples in (13) and (14) from Hsieh (2008) show.

(13) a. 兩 個 半 鐘頭
liang ge ban zhongtou
2 c half hour
‘2 and a half hours’

b. 一 個 多 鐘頭
yi ge duo zhongtou
1 c more hour
‘more than 1 hour’

(14) a. 兩 瓶 半 可樂
liang ping ban kele
2 M-bottle half Coke
‘2 and a half bottles of Coke’

b. 一瓶 多 可樂
yi ping duo kele
1 M-bottle more Coke
‘more than 1 bottle of Coke’

To summarize, C/M converge and diverge at the same time, as observed by many researchers before (e.g. Chao 1968; Tai & Wang 1990; Cheng & Sybesma 1999; Jiang 2012). The multiplicative theory of C/M nicely captures this fact; i.e. C/M converge as a multiplicand but diverge in their respective mathematical value. Consequently, C/M differ semantically in that C is semantically redundant in [Num C/M N], due to its precise but redundant value of 1 as the multiplicand. This in turn has the consequence of C allowing adjectival and numeral quantification to scope to cover N. M, on the other hand, is semantically substantive, due to its mathematical value as the multiplicand that is not necessarily 1, and thus does block its adjectives and numerals from scoping over N. C/M otherwise behave the same syntactically. C/M thus constitutes a single syntactic category formally; however, semantically, Cs and Ms form two different subcategories.
3. Controversy over C/M constituency

Previous syntactic accounts of the C/M construction can be divided along two factors: first, whether C/M in all languages have a uniform structure or not, and second, if there is indeed a uniform structure, whether C/M form an immediate constituent with Num or with N (Zhang 2011; Her 2012b). The former has been dubbed a ‘unified’ account, and the latter, a ‘split’ account. The three possibilities are shown schematically in (15)–(17).

(15) Unified left-branching account

```
Num     C/M
    \   /  \   /  \
    N     N   N
```

(16) Unified right-branching account

```
Num     C/M     N
    /   \   /   \   /
   N     N   N   N
```

(17) Split account

```
a. Num     C/M
    \   /   \   /
    N     N   N
b. Num   C/M     N
    /   \   /
   N     N   N
```


The more prominent formal derivational accounts based on [C/M N] constituency include Simpson (2005), Borer (2005), and Huang et al. (2009), all considering this structure universal. Likewise, Gu & Wu (2005) also propose a similar account for Chinese, Jingpho, and Yi. Many more advocate the same approach for Chinese languages, e.g. Au Yeung (2005), Tang (2005), Cheng & Sybesma (1998, 1999), Zhang (2009), and Li (1998). In fact, most of the more recent works within
the Chomskyan derivational framework assume that C/M are the head that take N as a complement.

Still, there are a number of accounts that do not accept a uniform structure. Watanabe (2006) contends that Cs and Ms occur in different structures in Japanese. Huang & Ochi (2011) claim that Chinese, with its dominant [Num C/M N] word order, has the base-generated [C/M N] constituent, but Japanese needs both [Num C/M] and [C/M N]. Jenks (2010) has a similar proposal, that different classifier languages may have different structures, some [Num C/M] and others [C/M N]. The issue is further complicated by Zhang’s (2011, 2013) split account for Chinese C/M, where some types of C/M involve a right-branching structure, and others, left-branching, and Li’s (2011) account, which likewise requires the left-branching structure for C/M’s measuring reading and right-branching for the counting reading.

In a derivational account, e.g. Watanabe (2006), the left-branching structure can be easily derived from the right-branching structure. However, it is well-accepted in the current syntactic theorizing that while movement is costly, base-generation is not. Furthermore, a unified account is also simpler and thus favorable, as it allows all of C/M’s common properties to be stated once in one uniform structure, while in a split account these generalizations are lost and rendered accidental.

Yet, given the semantic and mathematical distinctions between C/M and, more importantly, their consequent differences in scope phenomena, they receive a structural solution in Zhang’s (2011, 2013) split account. However, a lexicalist solution is available for the unified approach; i.e. while M’s are lexical elements, C’s are ‘semi-lexical’, as argued in van Riemsdijk (1988), Kubo (1996), Vos (1999), and Löbel (2001), among others. C’s thus exhibit certain ‘semi-lexical’ or functional characteristics, one of which is allowing modification and quantification to go beyond C and scope over N. Her (2012b) offers such a unified left-branching account within Lexical-Functional Grammar. In short, scope phenomena favor neither the unified approach nor the split approach, which means the former should be preferred for the sake of simplicity.

Next, I shall test the two options under the unified approach against each of C/M’s six common properties and see which fares better.

1. **[Num C/M N]: C/M mutually exclusive but [Num C/M] allows conjunction**

The fact of C/M’s mutual exclusiveness can be easily accounted for under either approach. As for the conjunction facts, there are two accounts available, coordination between two [Num C/M] constituents or by right-node raising of N. Coordination is a simpler account, as movement is generally seen as more costly. The beauty of the left-branching approach is that it allows both accounts, i.e. co-
ordination and right-node raising, while under the right-branching approach only the more costly right-node raising is available.

2. \([\text{Num } C/M \text{ N}]\): allow N ellipsis and N extraction

N ellipsis and extraction are legitimate in both structures. Yet, in the left-branching structure, the fact that \([C/M \text{ N}]\), unlike N, cannot be extracted can be accounted for straightforwardly, i.e. \([C/M \text{ N}]\) does not form a constituent.\(^7\) Under the right-branching account, if Num is assumed to be in the Spec of ClP (e.g. Zhang 2009:21), \([C/M \text{ N}]\) is an intermediate projection and thus cannot be extracted. However, most right-branching accounts have Num heading its own projection, taking ClP as its complement; in such accounts, the immobility of \([C/M \text{ N}]\) is a problem. Thus, the facts here do not favor a right-branching structure where Num is a head (see Jenks 2011, §3.4 for further discussion).

3. \([\text{Num } C/M \text{ N}]\): allow C/M ellipsis but \([C/M \text{ N}]\) allows no extraction

As demonstrated in §2.4, C/M ellipsis is most felicitous when Num is a high round figure, thus of the form \([\text{multiplier multiplicand}]\). The left-branching structure is thus favored here, where the \([\text{Num } C/M]\) constituent is compatible with a \([\text{multiplier multiplicand}]\) constituent. This insight would be lost in a right-branching structure.

In a formal treatment of complex numerals involving multiplication and numeral classifiers, Ionin & Matushansky (2006) deliberate between precisely two structures, the left-branching (18a) and the right-branching (18b). (Note, in (18a) Num refers to number morphology, such as singular and plural, and thus not numerals.) While they remain somewhat uncommitted, they do demonstrate that for languages with plural morphology in cardinal-containing NPs, the structure in (18a) is to be preferred.\(^8\) The point to be made here is that the left-branching structure

---

7. An anonymous reviewer suggests that the fact that \([\text{Num } C/M]\) cannot be dislocated may be evidence against its constituency, as shown in (i). However, while dislocation may be evidence for constituency, its absence is not evidence for non-constituency, because other known modifier phrases also do not allow dislocation, as shown in (ii).

(i) *Shi yi  ben, Zhangsan kan t shu.
   be one c. Zhangsan read book
   Intended: 'It is a book that Zhangsan read.'

(ii) *Shi hen da de, Zhangsan xihuan t fangzi.
   be very big de Zhangsan like house
   Intended: 'It is big houses that Zhangsan likes.'

8. As convincingly demonstrated in Her (2012a) with ample corpus data, the plural marker \(-men\) does co-occur with numerals, though optionally. The example below is taken from a
(18a), where [Num C/M] is a constituent, better accounts for the fact that C/M can be deleted when the preceding element is numeral base, thus a multiplicand like C/M itself.

(18) Two structures for Classifier Phrases entertained by Ionin & Matushansky (2006)

a. 

```
 NP
    NumP
       \<e, t>\n              Num'
                 \<e, t>\n                     Num\n[± plural]
```

```
 books
      NP
```

b. 

```
 NP
    NumP
       \<e, t>\n              Num'
                 \<e, t>\n                     Num\n[± plural]
```

```
 books
      NP
```

In the right-branching (18b), though one might argue that the [C/M N] sequence can be deleted precisely because it is a constituent, such an account fails to explain why this deletion can happen only precisely when Num is a high number round figure.

4. [Num C/M-\textit{de} N]: allow -\textit{de} insertion and [Num C/M] allows conjunction

Left-branching is favored, as it is uncontroversial that pre-\textit{de} modifiers are constituents (e.g. C. Huang 1989; Tang 1990b:420; Zhang 2012). This is also supported by phonological evidence that [Num C/M] forms both a phonological and grammatical word (e.g. Duanmu 2000, 2005).

website of National Chiayi University in Taiwan. The URL is: http://www.ncyu.edu.tw/ctedu/print.aspx?table\_name=site\_content&sn=4653&site\_content\_sn=4653

(i) 三 位 老師們 聽了， 無不 高興 萬分。

\textit{san wei laoshi-men ting-le} \textit{wubu gaoxing wanfen}

3 C teacher-PL hear-ASP all happy extremely

'The three teachers were all extremely happy, having heard of this.'
5. \([\text{Num C/M N}]\): allow Num ellipsis, if Num = 1

Num cannot be omitted unless it is 1. While there are grammatical and phonological restrictions, what concerns us here is that this fact can be accounted for under either approach.

6. \([\text{Num C/M-ban/duo N}]\): allow -ban/duo insertion, thus \([\text{C/M-ban/duo}]\)

This also favors left-branching, where \([\text{Num C/M}]\) as a single constituent merges with \(\text{ban/duo}\) to form a coherent quantifier, which in turn receives a natural analysis, i.e. \([\text{[Num} \times \text{C/M} + \text{ban/duo]}\), one that resembles that of complex numerals; e.g. \([2 \times 10 + 5]\) for 二十五 \(\text{er shi wu} \ ‘25’\). Yet, \([\text{Num C/M-ban/duo}]\) does not form a constituent in a right-branching structure.

An anonymous reviewer suggests that semantic and categorial selections between C/M and N can be accounted for in a right-branching structure where C/M and N form a local head-complement configuration, much like the relation between a verb and its object. However, the semantic and categorial selections between C/M and N can also be easily captured in a local modifier-head configuration in a left-branching account, similar to the relation between an adjective and the noun, e.g. \(\text{female nurses/#brothers}\) and \(\text{colorful/#colorless colors}\). Considerations of semantic and categorial selections between C/M and N thus do not favor either approach.

To summarize, the \([\text{Num C/M}]\) constituency thus seems to enjoy some advantages. In the following two sections, further evidence will be provided to support C/M’s unified left-branching structure. §4 offers evidence from the historical data on the internal structure of numerals. §5 then does the same based on historical data on word order variations.

4. **Internal structure of numerals and C/M constituency**

Given the underlying mathematics between Num and C/M as [multiplier multiplicand], it is the product of this multiplication that serves to quantify N. Thus, only the \([\text{Num C/M}]\) constituency under the left-branching approach is compatible with its underlying mathematics (e.g. Au Yeung 2005, 2007; Her 2012a). It is certain that multiplicative numerals came before C/M in Chinese, because the decimal numeral system is already fully mature in the earliest written records, and yet C/M are rather poorly developed at the same time.\(^9\) In this section, we shall

---

see that, consistently throughout Chinese history, the internal structure of the [Num C/M] constituent faithfully corresponds to that of multiplicative numerals. Furthermore, relevant data from some Tibeto-Burman languages that employ the reverse [C/M Num] order, also confirm the generalizations found in Chinese.

4.1 Internal word orders in multiplicative numerals and word orders of C/M in Chinese

In Comrie (2011), an extensive survey on the numeral systems of the world’s languages, among the 196 languages covered, 172, or some 88%, employ a combination of multiplication and addition, as described in the quote below. Also, in an earlier work, Comrie (2006) offers a more concise formulation, as in (19). I shall follow the terminology established in (19).

By the “base” of a numeral system we mean the value \( n \) such that numeral expressions are constructed according to the pattern \( \ldots xn + y \), i.e. some numeral \( x \) multiplied by the base plus some other numeral (The order of elements is irrelevant, as are the particular conventions used in individual languages to indicate multiplication and addition). (Comrie 2011, emphasis in original).

(19) General Pattern of Numeral Expressions
\[ (n \times \text{base}) + m, \text{where } m < \text{base} \] (Comrie 2006)

While Comrie (2011) is explicit that the linear order between \( n \) and \( \text{base} \) in the generalized mathematical pattern in (19) is irrelevant, he does recognize that this linear order does vary across languages. Though the majority of multiplication-based numeral systems indeed follow the order [multiplier > multiplicand], or \( [n \times \text{base}] \), the reverse order \( [\text{base} \times n] \) is by no means rare. Mathematically, numbers such as three hundred can of course be expressed either as three hundred or hundred three. I shall demonstrate that while the difference is purely notational mathematically, it is significant linguistically. Let us call this the base-parameter. The former type shall be referred to as base-final, and the latter base-initial. Chinese is well-known for its highly regular base-final decimal numeral system; e.g. 二十五 er shi wu ‘25’ conforms to \([2 \times 10] + 5\], and indeed often serves as a textbook example of a base-final decimal numeral system in languages.

(20) Base-parameter:
  a. base-final, thus \([n \ \text{base}]\)
  b. base-initial, thus \([\text{base} \ n]\)

Incidentally, in Comrie’s (2011) survey there are also a small number of languages that do not have the multiplication-based numeral system in (19) and use either an extended body-part system (4 languages) or have rather restricted numerals (20 languages).
Now, consider the two elements Num and C/M. Likewise, two possible orders obtain. Opposite to the familiar, consistent C/M-final order in Chinese and other East Asian languages, there are languages that employ a C/M-initial order, as we shall see momentarily. Let us call this the C/M-parameter.\textsuperscript{11}

(21) C/M-parameter:
\begin{itemize}
  \item a. C/M-final, thus [Num C/M]
  \item b. C/M-initial, thus [C/M Num]
\end{itemize}

To the best of my knowledge, Greenberg (1990[1978]:293) is the first to make the generalization that base and C/M tend to have the same word order, which he calls ‘harmonization’, and this generalization has since been totally overlooked by the research community. This generalization is restated as an implicational universal in more precise terms in (22).

(22) Synchronization between the C/M-parameter and the base-parameter:
\begin{itemize}
  \item a. C/M-final ⇒ base-final
  \item b. C/M-initial ⇒ base-initial
\end{itemize}

A mathematical insight is thus available for this implicational universal. A central point this paper makes is that the base-C/M synchronization in Chinese and elsewhere is the natural manifestation of the underlying mathematics. Given that \([n \text{ base}]\) and \([\text{Num C/M}]\) both function as \([\text{multiplier } \times \text{ multiplicand}]\), C/M and base, as multiplicands, should of course follow the same order.

The crucial fact, therefore, is that, although the order between a multiplier and a multiplicand is free, mathematically, it is grammatically encoded one way or the other in a language. In Chinese numerals, it has always been base-final, or [multiplier > multiplicand]. More important than word order is the issue of constituency. As an anonymous reviewer points out, mathematically, multiplication is subject to the law of associativity, i.e. \((3\times(12\times\text{egg})) = ((3\times12)\times\text{egg})\), thus accommodating both the left-branching structure and the right-branching structure. Contra Ionin & Matushansky (2006), He (2015) argues most convincingly that a multiplicative complex numeral in Chinese forms a constituent. In a language that encodes the multiplicative \([n \text{ base}]\), e.g. san-shi (three-ten) \([3 \times 10]\), as a syntactic constituent, it is only logical that it encodes the same multiplicative \([\text{Num C/M}]\), e.g. san-ge (three-C) \([3 \times 1]\) and san-da (three-M-dozen) \([3 \times 12]\), also as a constituent.

However, in spite of the similarity between C/M and base, they belong to two different syntactic categories. C/M are not part of the numeral system and form a distinct grammatical category on their own. That many non-classifier languages

\textsuperscript{11} In the literature the two types are often referred to as ‘NC’, short for Num-C, and CN, short for C-Num (e.g. Yang 2005).
have multiplicative numerals indicates that the synchronization between base and C/M is only one way, as shown in (22).

The strict correspondence between base-final and C/M-final is not only observed in all contemporary Sinitic languages, but is also true diachronically.\textsuperscript{12} As a prelude to the discussions in §5, (23) lists the six word orders among Num, C/M, and N, in the history of Chinese.

(23) Six Word Orders among Num, C/M, and N in History (Peyraube 1998)\textsuperscript{13}
   a. Num + N
   b. N + Num
   c. N + Num + M
   d. N + Num + C
   e. Num + M + N
   f. Num + C + N

With no exception, Num precedes C/M. Likewise, the current day decimal base-final numeral system has been consistently employed since the earliest written records more than 3,000 years ago, found in oracle bone inscriptions and bronze inscriptions from the late Shang Dynasty, or around mid-13th c. BC to late 11th c. BC, known as 甲骨文 Jiaguwen and 金文 Jinwen, respectively. For example, *eight hundred* is formed by topping *hundred* with *eight*, thus 甲 (Hua 2011, chapter 216). The relation between the two is exactly that of \([\text{eight}\times\text{hundred}], \text{or } [n\times\text{base}].\) (24) is another example from Western Zhou bronze inscriptions.

(24) 俘人 萬 三千 八十一人  (Zhang 2001 (5.2839))
\begin{verbatim}
furen wan sanqian bashi yi ren
captive-person 10000 3000 80 1 person
\end{verbatim}
‘13,081 captive persons.’

In Chinese there is thus this perfect match between base-final numerals and C/M-final nominals, regardless of the position of N, throughout history. We shall now see evidence in some typologically different, base-initial and C/M-initial, languages within the Tibeto-Burman family.

\textsuperscript{12}. An anonymous reviewer rightly points out that it is paramount to make sure that in the history of the Chinese numeral system, multiplicative complex numerals have always been base-final. This is indeed the case. There is not a shred of evidence found in the literature that would indicate otherwise.

\textsuperscript{13}. Peyraube (1998) in fact listed one more word order, N\textsubscript{1} + Num + N\textsubscript{2}, e.g. 羌十人 Qiang shi ren [Qiang ten person] ‘ten Qiang persons’, and thus seven all together. However, this construction should be seen as an instance of either (23a) [Num + N] or (23d) [N Num C]. There are essentially just six word orders. We shall discuss this in more detail in §4.
4.2 Numerals and C/M in Tibeto-Burman

Jiang (2006) claims that in non-Sinitic Tibeto-Burman languages N in general precedes the numeral phrase, which, however, comes in two varieties: [C/M Num] and [Num C/M]. Thus, unlike Sinitic languages, both C/M-initial and C/M-final orders are found. The same study also finds that in C/M-initial languages, e.g. Tibetan, Monba, and Jingpho, the number of C/M is rather low, but in C/M final languages, e.g. Yi, Burmish, Karen, and Qiang languages, C/M are abundant.

In Jiang’s (2006), Yang’s (2005), and Chan’s (2016) surveys, the majority of Tibeto-Burman languages have multiplication-based decimal numeral systems. Also, most allow only the familiar base-final order. For example, Yi, Burmese, Qiang, and Karen languages are exactly like Chinese and allow only base-final numerals and C/M-final nominals, thus [n base] and [Num C/M] only. However, some of the C/M-initial languages have both a base-initial order as well as a base-final order. According to Duojiie Dongzhi (2005), in Amdo Tibetan, for example, the consistent word order in an NP is C/M-initial and N-initial, thus [N C/M Num] as in (25a), and the use of C is not entirely mandatory, indicating the language’s transition from a non-classifier language to a classifier language. According to data found in the website hosted by Eugene Chan (2016), numerals in Amdo lower than a thousand are consistently base-final, e.g. (25b), just like Chinese, but numerals with thousand or a larger base are consistently base-initial, e.g. (25c). The C/M-initial order thus still correctly predicts a base-initial order in numerals, though the base-initial order is not exclusive in the language’s numeral system.

(25)  
\begin{align*}
\text{a. } & \text{\textit{nd} (nda) \textit{hs}m} \\
& \text{person C 3} \\
& \text{‘3 people’} \\
\text{b. } & \text{\textit{yn}i \textit{wj}ja} \\
& \text{2 hundred} \\
& \text{‘200’} \\
\text{c. } & \text{\textit{rto}n \textit{yn}i} \\
& \text{thousand 2} \\
& \text{‘2000’}
\end{align*}

14. According to Ethnologue (http://www.ethnologue.com/), Chinese and Tibeto-Burman are the two major branches under Sino-Tibetan. However, this classical, conventional Shaferian Stammbaum view has been seriously challenged. For example, van Driem (2003, 2007, 2011), among others, has repeatedly argued that Sinitic should be a part of Tibeto-Burman and that Sino-Tibetan should thus be replaced by Tibeto-Burman.

15. This issue will be discussed further in §6.
Yang (2005) speculates that the historical developmental process is this: 1) [N (C)/M Num], then 2) [Num time-unit], Num > 1, then 3) [N (C)/M Num] & [N Num (C)/M], and then finally 4) [N Num C/M]. I shall further speculate that this development from [C/M Num] to [Num C/M] is along the parallel development of the numeral system from 1) [base n] only to 2) [base n] and [n base] co-existing to 3) [n base]. I shall, however, leave the verification of these interesting predictions to further research.

In short, while a systematic and comprehensive survey of the entire Tibeto-Burman family is beyond the scope of the paper, data from Jiang’s (2006), Yang’s (2005), and Chan’s (2016) extensive surveys indeed confirm the typological predictions in (22). Furthermore, the correlation between base and C/M in word order also convincingly demonstrates that [Num C/M], like [n base] of numerals, form an immediate constituent. However, there is one snag we should deal with before wrapping up the discussions on the correlations between C/M and base.

4.3 Apparent counterexamples: languages with [C/M N Num], Num = 1

The constituency of [Num C/M] in either ordering dictates that Num and C/M be adjacent and thus the two orders [C/M N Num] and [Num N C/M] should not exist. While as far as I am aware the latter has indeed not turned up in any language, a peculiar instance of the former, i.e. [C/M N Num], has presented itself in some Tai-Kadai languages, an independent family in the 16th edition of *Ethnologue*.16

While in Chinese and Hmong-Mien languages (a.k.a. Miao-Yao) the order is always [Num C/M N], the variation is far greater in Tai-Kadai, or Zhuang-Dong, including [C/M N Num] and [N C/M Num], when Num is one, and [Num C/M N] and [N Num C/M], when Num is not one (Jiang 2006:16).

I take Maonan as a typical example and examine the relevant facts closely. Maonan, a Kam-Sui language in the Tai-Kadai family, spoken in Guangxi, China, is a language with a mixed C/M typology, i.e. the familiar [Num C/M N], as in (27), and the unexpected [C/M N Num], as in (26) (Zhang 2005), and a mixed base typology, i.e. [n base], as in (29), and [base n], as in (28) (Chan 2016). Similar

---

16. Tai-Kadai is known as Zhuang-Dong and considered a branch of Sino-Tibetan by most Chinese linguists, a view generally not shared by scholars outside of China.
facts are found in Bouyei, a Northern Group Tai language in the same family, spoken in Guilin, China.17

(26) a. ai\textsuperscript{1} z\textit{\kern 0pt n}\textsuperscript{1} (deu\textsuperscript{231})
   c   person 1
   ‘1 person’
b. *deu\textsuperscript{231} ai\textsuperscript{1} z\textit{\kern 0pt n}\textsuperscript{1}
   1   c   person
   ‘(intended) 1 person’

(27) a. ja\textsuperscript{42}/sa:m\textsuperscript{42} ai\textsuperscript{1} z\textit{\kern 0pt n}\textsuperscript{1}
   2/3   c   person
   ‘2/3 persons’
b. *ai\textsuperscript{1} z\textit{\kern 0pt n}\textsuperscript{1} ja\textsuperscript{42}/sa:m\textsuperscript{42}
   c   person two/three
   ‘(intended) 2/3 persons’

(28) a. pek\textsuperscript{55}/t\textsuperscript{4}jen\textsuperscript{42} (deu\textsuperscript{231})
   hundred/thousand one
   ‘100/1000’
b. *deu\textsuperscript{231} pek\textsuperscript{55}/t\textsuperscript{4}jen\textsuperscript{42}
   one hundred/thousand
   ‘(intended) 100/1000’

(29) a. ja\textsuperscript{42}/sa:m\textsuperscript{42} pek\textsuperscript{55}/t\textsuperscript{4}jen\textsuperscript{42}
   2/3   hundred/thousand
   ‘200/300; 2000/3000’
b. *pek\textsuperscript{55}/t\textsuperscript{4}jen\textsuperscript{42} ja\textsuperscript{42}/sa:m\textsuperscript{42}
   hundred/thousand 2/3
   ‘(intended) 200/300; 2000/3000’

However, there are several crucial facts to be noted, according to the data and descriptions in Zhang (2005), Chan (2016), and Jiang (2007). First, the numeral one in Maonan has three different forms, t\textsuperscript{231}, jit\textsuperscript{55}, and deu\textsuperscript{231}, and only deu\textsuperscript{231} can be used in the manner described in (26)–(29), i.e. in [C/M N Num] and [base n]. Second, the [C/M N Num] order is highly restricted and in fact is only allowed when the numeral is exactly deu\textsuperscript{231} ‘1’, and likewise the [base n] order is allowed

17. Some of the languages in this family, Thai for example, have [N Num C/M]], where Num > 1, and [N C/M Num], instead of the problematic [C/M N Num], where Num = 1 (Jiang 2006:46). Even though the former word order does not violate the universals proposed in this paper, the discussions and conclusion in this section regarding Maonan should apply to languages like Thai as well. Thus, if the [C/M N Num] word order does not exist in Maonan, as we shall argue in this section, the [N C/M Num] order is likewise to be dismissed in languages like Thai.
only when the base is *hundred* or *thousand* or larger and the multiplier \( n \) is exactly \( deu^{231} \) ‘1’. Third, in both cases \( deu^{231} \) is optional and can be omitted. Fourth, adjectives in Maonan are post-nominal, as in (30), just like \( deu^{231} \).

(30) a. \( ai^{1} z\emptyset n^{1} \ voy^{1} \)
   c. person tall
   ‘the tall person’

b. \( t\emptyset^{2} n\emptyset k^{8} da:\emptyset i^{2} \)
   c. bird good
   ‘the good bird’

Based on these facts, I concur with Jiang (2007) that \( deu^{231} \) in \( [C/M \ N \ deu^{231}] \) is not Num at all. Jiang (2007) further proposes that \( deu^{231} \) is an adjective. However, I contend that \( deu^{231} \) is in fact a determiner marking singularity and indefiniteness, much like the English \( a \). Our view seems preferable over Jiang’s (2007) because of the following facts. First, genuine adjectives must always appear closer to \( N \) than \( deu^{231} \), as in (31). This behavior of \( deu^{231} \) is consistent with the category D, which takes an NP as complement and thus must either precede or follow the entire NP. Second, a determiner marking definiteness cannot co-occur with \( deu^{231} \), as in (32). The fact that \( deu^{231} \) is mutually exclusive with known determiners in the same position also indicates that it is of the category D.

(31) a. \( ai^{1} z\emptyset n^{1} \ voy^{1} \ deu^{231} \)
   c. person tall \ INDEF. SG.
   ‘a tall person’

b. \( *ai^{1} z\emptyset n^{1} \ deu^{231} \ voy^{1} \)
   c. person \ INDEF. SG. tall

(32) a. \( ai^{1} z\emptyset n^{1} \ voy^{1} \ ka^{2} \)
   c. person tall \ DEF. SG.
   ‘that tall person’

b. \( *ai^{1} z\emptyset n^{1} \ deu^{231} \ ka^{2} \)
   c. person \ INDEF. SG. DEF. SG.

c. \( *ai^{1} z\emptyset n^{1} \ ka^{2} \ deu^{231} \)
   c. person DEF. SG \ INDEF. SG.

I thus do not consider examples like Maonan \( deu^{231} \) genuine counterexamples to the claim that \( [\text{Num C/M}] \) form an immediate constituent. Viewing \( deu^{231} \) as either adjective or determiner explains why it does not behave like other numerals;
but this does not explain why the other forms of one besides \( \text{deu}^{231} \), i.e. \( \text{t}^{231} \) and \( \text{jit}^{55} \), also do not behave like other numerals and appear before C/M.\(^{18}\)

(33) a. \( j_a^{42}/sa:m^{42} \ n^l \ n^l \)
   \( 2/3 \  \ c \ \text{person} \)
   ‘2/3 persons’

b. \( *t_j^{231}/*\text{jit}^{55} \ n^l \ n^l \)
   \( \text{one/one} \  c \ \text{person} \)
   ‘1 person’ (intended)

(34) a. \( n^l \ n^l \)
   \( c \ \text{person} \)
   ‘the person’

b. \( t_j^{2} \ n^k^{8} \)
   \( c \ \text{bird} \)
   ‘the bird’

I contend that in (34) there is a silent Num one before C, as the interpretation of (34) can only be singular. Languages differ typologically regarding the numeral one in the context of [Num C/M]. Chinese, for example, also allows the numeral one to be silent in certain contexts.

(35) a. 这 (一) 本 书
   \( \text{zhe} \ (yi) \ \text{ben} \ \text{shu} \)
   the 1  c  book
   ‘This (1) book’

b. 这 (一) 箱  玫瑰
   \( \text{zhe} \ (yi) \ \text{xiang} \ \text{meigui} \)
   the 1  m-box  rose
   ‘This (1) box of roses’

In (35), Chinese and English alike, the interpretation is the same with or without the overt numeral one, which is entirely redundant as a multiplier mathematically and is thus also redundant semantically. Typologically, languages like Chinese and English allow this numeral one to be omitted, while languages like Maonan require it to be silent.

\(^{18}\) Part of the oddity in structural variety that these Tai-Kadai languages allow in the C/M construction may be explained by the heavy borrowing of Sinitic numerals and C/M system into the underlying native structures. The three words for one are thus of different origins: jit\(^{55}\) is a borrowing from Middle Chinese \( *\text{jit} \) or Old Chinese \( *\text{it} \) ‘one’; \( t_j^{231} \) is, on the other hand, native in Kam-Sui; and \( \text{deu}^{231} \), though likewise native, is indeed not a numeral and should be glossed as single or only one. This lexical item is reconstructed as Proto-Tai \( *\text{diəw} \) A (\( > \) Siamese diəw A1, Longzhou deiw B1, etc.) by Pittayaporn (2009:358).
To summarize, I have demonstrated in this section that in Chinese the [Num C/M] constituency and word order are consistent with the internal structure of numerals, i.e. [n base] and this parallel internal structure and word order between C/M and numerals have existed in the last three thousand years. Furthermore, in some of the typologically different Tibeto-Burman languages, where both C/M-final and base-final and C/M-initial and base-initial word orders are found, C/M and numerals likewise share the same multiplication-based internal structure and word orders. The only apparent exception is the existence of the [C/M N Num] word order, where Num must be one specific form of the numeral one. Yet, upon closer examination, here one is more likely to be a determiner and not a numeral. The insights gained from the typology of C/M ordering and base ordering in numerals support the unified left-branching approach where [Num C/M] always form an immediate constituent.

5. Evidence from word order variations in history

In this section I shall find support for the [Num C/M] constituency in the word order variations in the history of Chinese. Even though C/M already appeared in the earliest oracle bone inscriptions, it took more than a millennium for C/M to develop fully and become an independent grammatical category. The history of Chinese can be divided into four periods: Shanggu Hanyu, or Old Chinese, a.k.a. Archaic Chinese, (500 BC–200 AD, Shang to Han), Zhonggu Hanyu, or Middle Chinese, (201–1000 AD, end of Han to end of Tang), Jindai Hanyu, or Pre-Modern Chinese, (1001–1900, end of Tang to mid-Qing), and Xiandai Hanyu, or Modern Chinese, (mid-Qing to the present) (e.g. Sun 1996:3). I shall now sketch the development of C/M in terms of these four stages. Note that the focus of this sketch is C/M’s word order variations only; thus, there will be no in-depth discussions about the motivation or origin of any of the particular constructions or the pragmatic or grammatical functions of any of the word orders.19

In Archaic Chinese in oracle bone and bronze inscriptions, the predominant structure for counting objects is [Num N], as in (36a), followed by [N Num], as in (36b). While genuine C’s are only in their embryonic stage at best, with at most half a dozen rudimentary C’s in the [N Num C] construction, as in (37), there

19. The reader is referred to Behr (2009) for an excellent overview of the origin of C/M’s and the various nominal constructions in Archaic Chinese and Yang-Drocourt (2004) for a meaningful discussion on these two important issues: how and when C/M became obligatory in Chinese and why and how the earlier predominant [N Num C/M] order was taken over by the contemporary [Num C/M N] order.
are a number of M’s, including container and standard measures, as in (38a), and collective measures (38b) appearing in the \([N \text{ Num } M]\) construction (e.g. Huang 1964; Behr 2009).

\[(36)\]
\(\begin{align*}
\text{a.} & \quad 五 & \text{人} & \text{一} & \text{牛} \\
& \quad \text{wu} & \text{ren} & \text{yi} & \text{niu} \\
& \quad 5 & \text{person} & 1 & \text{ox} \\
& \quad \text{‘5 persons and 1 ox’} \\
\text{b.} & \quad \text{獲} & \text{鳥} & \text{二百} & \text{十二}, & \text{兔} & \text{一} \\
& \quad \text{huo} & \text{niao} & \text{erbai} & \text{shier} & \text{tu} & \text{yi} \\
& \quad \text{capture} & \text{bird} & 200 & 12 & \text{hare} & 1 \\
& \quad \text{‘captured 212 birds and 1 hare’}
\end{align*}\)

\[(37)\]
\(\begin{align*}
\text{a.} & \quad \text{馬} & \text{四} & \text{匹} \\
& \quad \text{ma} & \text{si} & \text{pi} \\
& \quad \text{horse} & 4 & \text{C} \\
& \quad \text{‘4 horses’} \\
\text{b.} & \quad \text{俘} & \text{車} & \text{三十} & \text{輛} \\
& \quad \text{fu} & \text{che} & \text{sanshi} & \text{liang} \\
& \quad \text{capture} & \text{chariot} & 30 & \text{C} \\
& \quad \text{‘captured 30 chariots’}
\end{align*}\)

\[(38)\]
\(\begin{align*}
\text{a.} & \quad \text{其} & \text{新} & \text{蒸} & \text{鬯} & \text{二升} & \text{一} \\
& \quad \text{qi} & \text{xin} & \text{zheng} & \text{chang} & \text{er} & \text{sheng} & \text{yi} \\
& \quad \text{his new steam} & \text{millet-brandy} & 2 & \text{M-sheng-pint} & 1 \\
& \quad \text{‘his 2.1 sheng-pint of newly steamed millet-brandy’} \\
\text{b.} & \quad \text{俘} & \text{車} & \text{馬} & \text{五} & \text{乘} \\
& \quad \text{fu} & \text{chema} & \text{wu} & \text{cheng} \\
& \quad \text{capture} & \text{carriage-horse} & 5 & \text{pair} \\
& \quad \text{‘captured 5 pairs of carriage-horses’}
\end{align*}\)

Also, a well-recognized typological feature at this time is the extensive use of the so-called ‘echo classifiers’ (e.g. Jiang 2006:106), also referred to as ‘identical classifiers’, ‘repeaters’, ‘self-classifiers’ and ‘auto-classifiers’ (Aikhenvald 2000:103), as shown in (39).

\[(39)\]
\(\begin{align*}
\text{俘} & \quad \text{牛} & \text{三百} & \text{五十五} & \text{牛}, & \text{羊} & \text{二十八} & \text{羊} \\
& \quad \text{fu} & \text{niu} & \text{sanbai} & \text{wushi} & \text{niu} & \text{yang} & \text{ershiba} & \text{yang} \\
& \quad \text{capture} & \text{ox} & 300 & 55 & \text{ox} & 28 & \text{goat} \\
& \quad \text{‘captured 355 oxen and 28 goats’}
\end{align*}\)

Within the Sino-Tibetan languages, it has been noted often that this \([N_i \text{ Num } N_j]\) echo construction is a prelude to the \([N \text{ Num } C/M]\) construction and is thus
found in the history of some of the classifier languages, e.g. Chinese (Y. Li 2000). A similar and related construction is \([N_1 \text{ Num } N_2]\), where the second \(N\) is less constrained and need not be identical to \(N_1\); rather, \(N_2\) names an instance of \(N_1\) and thus in this sense functions also like a \(C\). (40) is an example from oracle bones.

\begin{center}
\textit{羌 三 人}  \\
\textit{qiang san ren}  \\
Qiang 3  person \\
‘3 Qiang persons’ (Hu 1983 (336))
\end{center}

Even though both the echo classifier and \(N_2\) in the \([N_1 \text{ Num } N_2]\) construction do have the same functions as \(C\)’s, it is controversial whether syntactically they can be seen as genuine \(C\)’s (Jiang 2006:109). For our purpose here, however, we can either treat them as simply \(N\)’s, and thus \([N_1 \text{ Num } N_1]\) and \([N_1 \text{ Num } N_2]\) are just cases of \([\text{Num } N]\). Or we can view them as \(C\)’s, and thus they are cases of \([\text{Num } C]\).

Both constructions, \([N_1 \text{ Num } N_1]\) and \([N_1 \text{ Num } N_2]\), however, all but disappeared during the Han Dynasties (206 BC–220 AD), giving way to a sharp rise of genuine \(C\)’s. Furthermore, the now more than fifty \(C\)’s are also much more fine-tuned semantically, including the first general classifier in Chinese, i.e. 枚 \textit{mei} (Huang 1961). With the preceding pre-Qin period as the embryonic stage, the Han period is thus often considered as the transitional stage, through which Chinese is to become a full-fledged classifier language in the following era of Wei Jin Nanbeichao (220–589 AD) (Jiang 2006).20

In his influential study of \(C/M\)’s during Wei Jin Nanbeichao, Liu (1965) finds that \([\text{Num } N]\) and \([\text{N Num}]\) are by now scarce and thus claims that the use of \(C/M\) is mandatory between Num and N. Along with a drastic increase of shape-specific and function-specific \(C\)’s, the dominant word order is now \([\text{Num } C/M \text{ N}]\), replacing the previously dominant \([\text{N Num } C/M]\). It is uncontroversial that in the eight hundred years from the end of Han to the end of Tang, a classifier system is fully developed and established in Middle Chinese, though some believe it is as early as Wei Jin Nanbeichao and others think it is as late as Tang. In Yang-Drocourt’s (2004) study, it is found that a mature system close to the modern system in Chinese is in place near the end of Song (13th c. AD).

The \([\text{Num } C/M \text{ N}]\) order continues to stabilize and dominate, eventually at the expense of the demise of \([\text{N Num } C/M]\) in Pre-modern Chinese during Yuan and Ming. In Modern Chinese, the unmarked order remains \([\text{Num } C/M \text{ N}]\), while \([\text{Num } N]\) and \([\text{N Num } C/M]\) are highly marked and used only if stylistically

---

20. Wei Jin Nanbeichao, the period of China’s disunity after Han and before Sui, is also known as \textit{Liuchao}, or Six Dynasties, which includes \textit{Sanguo}, or Three Kingdoms, Jin Dynasty, and Nanbeichao, or Southern and Northern Dynasties.
required and only in very specific contexts. Huang (1964) summarizes the historical development of the various word orders as follows.

(41) Developmental Stages of C/M Word Orders (Huang 1964)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Developmental Stage</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>IV</th>
<th>V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Word Order</td>
<td>[N Num]</td>
<td>[Num N]</td>
<td>[N Num N]</td>
<td>[N Num C/M]</td>
<td>[Num C/M N]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examples</td>
<td>馬五</td>
<td>五馬</td>
<td>馬五馬</td>
<td>馬五匹</td>
<td>五匹馬</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ma wu</td>
<td>wu ma</td>
<td>ma wu ma</td>
<td>ma wu pi</td>
<td>wu pi ma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>horse 5</td>
<td>5 horse</td>
<td>horse 5 horse</td>
<td>horse 5 C</td>
<td>5 C horse</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A concise summary of the word variation among Num, C/M, and N is provided in the seminal work of Peyraube (1998), validated by many subsequent works, e.g. Yang-Drocourt (2004), Pan (2005), Behr (2009), Wu et al. (2006), and Jiang (2006).

(42) C/M’s Seven Word Orders in Chinese History (Peyraube 1998)\(^{21}\)

a. Num + N  
   (一牛 yi niu 1 ox)

b. N + Num  
   (虎一 hu yi tiger 1)

c. Num + Num + N  
   (羌十人 qiang shi ren Qiang 10 person)

d. N + Num + M  
   (貝廿朋 bei nian peng cowrie 20 M-double-strands)

e. Num + Num + C  
   (馬三匹 ma san pi horse 3 C)

f. Num + M + N  
   (一杯羹 yi bei geng 1 M-cup soup)

g. Num + C + N  
   (一株松 yi zhu song 1C pine-tree)

Note that I have already pointed out that (42c), \([N_1 \text{ Num } N_2]\), like the echo construction \([\text{ Num } N_1 \text{ Num } N_1]\), can be viewed as either a case of \([\text{ Num } N]\) or \([\text{ Num } \text{ Num } C]\), depending on whether the second N is in fact N or C. With that, (42) can be reduced to six word orders, which can be further reduced with C and M united. In essence, Num and C/M must always be adjacent, like other languages (Greenberg 1990[1972]:185, Aikhenvald 2000:104–105).

(43) C/M’s Word Orders in Chinese History (Generalized)

a. Num + N  

b. N + Num  

c. N + Num + C/M  

d. Num + C/M + N  

Note that this four-way variation in history can be fully, and indeed quite elegantly, accounted for by the head parameter under the simple assumption that Num

---

\(^{21}\) The reader is referred to Yang-Drocourt (2004), an excellent study largely based on corpus data that documents the developmental stages the Chinese language underwent from a language without C to its current state with an intricate system of largely obligatory C’s in numeral constructions with the predominant \([\text{ Num C N}]\) order.
and C/M form a constituent, which then merges with N, in either a head-initial or head-final fashion, as indicated in (44). This is the simplest, and in fact the only, way to ensure that Num and C/M are always adjacent, without resorting to movement.

(44) Word Order Variation under [Num C/M] Constituency and Head-parameter
   a. N-final
      \[\begin{array}{c}
      \text{Num} \\
      \text{\hspace{1.5cm} (C/M)} \\
      \text{N}
      \end{array}\]
   b. N-initial
      \[\begin{array}{c}
      \text{N} \\
      \text{\hspace{1.5cm} Num} \\
      \text{\hspace{3cm} (C/M)}
      \end{array}\]

I have already discussed in §3 the parallel constituency and fixed word order between [Num C/M] in NPs and \([n\ base]\) in numerals. The historical development of C/M word order variation is thus simply due to the rise of C/M coupled with a shift from N being head-initial to being head-final. Since adjacency is a necessary, though not sufficient, condition for constituency, the structure in (44) at least fulfills this necessary condition. However, this necessary condition cannot be met under a right-branching analysis, where the same application of the head parameter, regardless of N or C/M as the head, yields drastically different, and incorrect, word order variations, as shown in (45).

(45) Word Order Variation under [C/M N] Constituency and Head-parameter
   a. N-final
      \[\begin{array}{c}
      \text{Num} \\
      \text{\hspace{1.5cm} (C/M)} \\
      \text{N}
      \end{array}\]
   b. N-initial
      \[\begin{array}{c}
      \text{Num} \\
      \text{\hspace{1.5cm} N} \\
      \text{\hspace{3cm} (C/M)}
      \end{array}\]

The structure in (45b) allows Num and C/M to be separated by N and therefore fails to capture the parallelism between [Num C/M] and \([n\ base]\) in numerals. Furthermore, the two possibilities of (45b), [Num N C] and [Num N M], never occurred in the history of Chinese. Yet, two of the orders that did occur, [N Num C] and [N Num M], are not accounted for by (45a). The only way for (45a) to work is
to view Num as the Spec of C/M and to resort to the raising of N. Movement, however, is seen as costly under the Minimalist Program. Therefore, historical facts of C/M word orders also favor the [Num C/M] constituency, or the left-branching structure.

6. Cross-linguistic implications

Based on the findings above, I shall now venture to propose that the [Num C/M] constituency, where the ordering may vary depending on whether it is C/M-initial or C/M-final, is not only true for Chinese but also true for all classifier languages. In other words, N never intervenes between Num and C/M in a constituent composed of Num, C/M and N, and C/M always forms a constituent with Num first. The argumentation is based on cross-linguistic data related to C/M word order and the internal structure of numerals.

6.1 Correlation between the C/M-parameter and the base-parameter

In Dryer (2013), a study that covers 1,154 languages, more than half of the languages, 608 to be exact, have the noun following numerals, e.g. English eight fish. With N as the head in [Num N], such languages can be said to be N-final. 479 languages have the noun preceding numerals, e.g. in Pumi, a Tibeto-Burman language in Northwestern Yunnan, China, the same English expression would be fish eight. Such languages can be said to be N-initial. No dominant order is found in 65 languages, and in 2, numerals can only modify verbs. The data indicate that languages can be largely divided as head-initial or head-final, concerning a head noun and a numeral quantifier.

Given that [Num C/M], e.g. [san da] ‘three dozen’, regardless of the internal word order, form a constituent and function exactly like a numeral, it is no surprise that the N-final order [[Num C/M] N] and the N-initial [N [Num C/M]] order are both found in classifier languages. In turn, as discussed in §4, internally numerals can be either base-final or base-initial, corresponding to the C/M-final or C/M-initial order. Thus, accordingly, [[Num C/M] N] and [N [Num C/M]] can be expanded to four variations. And these are precisely the four word orders that Greenberg’s (1990[1972]:185) has found in his study of the world’s classifier languages, which has been confirmed in Aikhenvald’s (2000:104–105) influential book.
I have already demonstrated that the C/M-final orders, i.e. Types A and B, consistently correspond to a base-final order in numerals in the same respective language. Type A languages include Sinitic and Miao-Yao (a.k.a. Hmong-Mien) languages, and Type B languages include Old Chinese, Japanese, Thai, as well as some other Tai-Kadai, or Zhuang-Dong, languages. Given the fact that the majority of human languages employ a base-final numeral system, the fact that C/M-final orders are much more than C/M-initial orders is also consistent with the nexus base directionality and C/M directionality this paper tries to establish.

Thus, logically, the C/M-initial orders of Type C and D should likewise correspond to a base-initial order in numerals. I have demonstrated that it is true in some of the Tibeto-Burman languages with a C/M-initial Type D order, [N[C/M Num]]. Amdo Tibetan and Jingpho, for example, have the numerals 1,000 and above constructed in a base-initial fashion, i.e. \([\text{thousand}\times n]\), even though lower numerals have a base-final internal order, e.g. \([n \times \text{ten}]\). In Chan’s (2016) survey, many of the Atlantic languages of the Niger-Congo group have largely base-initial numeral systems. Interesting enough, Greenberg (1990[1972]) has identified Ibibio, a Niger-Congo language of southern Nigeria, as one with the Type C order. Since Types C and D are both rather rare, Ibibio has become a standard citation in the literature for its \([C/M \text{Num N}]\) order. Yet, even more interestingly, the language has an exclusively base-initial order in numerals that involve multiplication. Here I give a sample of its numerals.22

### Ibibio numerals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Numeral</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ked</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iba</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ita</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inaang</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Numeral</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ition</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>itioked</td>
<td>6 (5+1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>itiaba</td>
<td>7 (5+2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>itia-ita</td>
<td>8 (5+3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>usuk-ked</td>
<td>9 (??1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Numeral</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>duop</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>duopo-ked</td>
<td>11 (10+1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>duop-eba</td>
<td>12 (10+2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>duop-eta</td>
<td>13 (10+3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>duop-enaang</td>
<td>14 (10+4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Numeral</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>efid</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>efid-aked</td>
<td>16 (15+1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>efid-eba</td>
<td>17 (15+2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>efid-eta</td>
<td>18 (15+3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>efid-enaang</td>
<td>19 (15+4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Numeral</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>edip</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>edip mme duop</td>
<td>30 (20+10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aba</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aba mme duop</td>
<td>50 (40+10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ata</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ata mme duop</td>
<td>70 (60+10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anaang</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anaang mme duop</td>
<td>90 (80+10)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Numeral</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ikie</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ikie iba</td>
<td>200 (100×2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ikie ita</td>
<td>300 (100×3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Numeral</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tosin</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tosin iba</td>
<td>2000 (1000×2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tosin ita</td>
<td>3000 (1000×3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While Chinese is a model example of the perfect match between C/M-final and base-final orders, Ibibio has very pleasantly turned out to be an example of the perfect match between its C/M-initial and base-initial orders. Another language with Type C order is Kilivila, the Austronesian language of the Trobriand Islanders. The examples in (48) are quoted from Senft (2000:18–21) and illustrate the C/M-initial

---

23. The composition of this number is difficult to make out, as the source does not contain any information on what *usuk* refers to.
The numerals in Kilivila are thus base-initial accordingly (Senft 1986:77–80), as shown in (49).

(49) Kilivila numerals

- tala 1
- yu 2
- tolu 3
- vasi 4
- lima 5
- lima-tala 6 (5+1)
- lima-yu 7 (5+2)
- lima-tolu 8 (5+3)
- lima-vasi 9 (5+4)
- luwatala 10 (10×1)
- luwayu 20 (10×2)
- luwatolu 30 (10×3)
- lakatutala 100 (100×1)
- lakatuyu 200 (100×2)
- lakatutolu 200 (100×3)
- lakatuvasi 200 (100×4)

The next example I shall give is Lhiimaqalhqama’, a Totonacan language family of Mesoamerica. Kung (2006) has found that the language has a consistent [C/M Num N] order. Even though some thirty classifiers have been elicited, only eight appeared in the data analyzed and in fact the majority of speakers use only the general classifier laqa- and the human classifier puma-. The classifiers are prefixed to the numerals and quantifiers, as shown in (50).
In terms of numerals, one through five are native to the language but those higher than five are all borrowed from Spanish, whose numerals are base-final. However, I do not think we should jump to the conclusion that Lhiimaqalhqama’ is therefore a counterexample to the claim that a C/M-initial order must correlate with a base-initial order in numerals or that it is a language where C/M developed prior to a multiplication-based numeral system. I suspect that the language had a native base-initial numeral system but later lost it due to the dominant Spanish influence. In §6.2, I shall provide some circumstantial evidence for this scenario in several other languages.

Clearly, not all languages with a multiplication-based numeral system have C/M’s. However, the parallel between C/M and base makes two predictions. First, a language with a C/M system should have a multiplication-based numeral system. This prediction is beyond the scope of the paper and remains to be confirmed with further research. The second prediction is that in a classifier language the C/M-parameter should correlate with its base-parameter. The evidence provided so far has been anecdotal and the generalization is based on surveys presented in other works, such as Comrie (2011), Jiang (2006), Yang (2005), and Chan (2016), remain impressionistic. A more systematic survey with much more concrete statistics will now be given.

6.2 A survey based on Greenberg’s (1990[1972]) 103 classifier languages

Greenberg (1990[1972]:167, fn.5) lists 103 classifier languages, not including Mandarin, but no specific information on C/M-ordering or base-ordering is given. Out of these 103 languages, there are 52 for which I was able to find sources with reliable data on their numeral systems as well as the C/M word orders.24 A list of these 52 languages can be found in the Appendix. Map 1 illustrates the geographical distribution of the 52 languages in a GIS map.25 A summary of the base and C/M correlation is given in Table 1, where the language families that these 52 languages belong to are also indicated.

---

24. The information on the base-parameter in the numeral systems is mostly obtained from observing the data available from Chan (2016), while that of the C/M-parameter from various papers or books on the respective languages.

25. The information on the precise coordinates of these languages is obtained from SIL.
Map 1. Distribution of 52 Classifier Languages

Table 1. Summary of Base & C/M Correlation in 52 Classifier Languages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lang Group</th>
<th>Number of Classifier Languages</th>
<th>Base- &amp; C/M-final</th>
<th>Base- &amp; C/M-initial</th>
<th>Mixed Orders</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Afro-Asiatic</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algic</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altaic</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austro-Asiatic</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austronesian</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chibchan</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dravidian</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indo-European</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japonic</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language Isolates</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayan</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sino-Tibetan</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tai-Kadai</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totonac</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uralic</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uto-Aztecan</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>52</strong></td>
<td><strong>46</strong></td>
<td><strong>2</strong></td>
<td><strong>4</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Out of the 52 languages, 46 have base-final and C/M-final orders, 2 are base-initial and C/M-final. Among the 4 that have mixed orders, Jingpho and Bodo are Tibeto-Burman, Hausa is Afro-Asiatic, and finally there is a Totonacan language in Mexico. Note, crucially, that these 4 languages with mixed orders are exceptional in exactly the same way: C/M-initial mixed with base-final. This fact is significant, as will become evident momentarily.

**Jingpho**, a.k.a. Kachin, is a C/M-initial language. Note that though its numerals are base-final in general, 1,000 and above being base-initial, i.e. \([\text{thousand} \times n]\). Given Jingpho’s close historical contact with, and thus strong influence by Chinese, an unyielding C/M-final and base-final language, this ‘split’ in its numeral system indicates a conflict between its indigenous base-initial system and the borrowed Chinese system. The use of Cs is optional and is often absent with numerals over ten (Dai & Xu 1992:128). Garo, another Tibeto-Burman language surveyed, for example, is consistently base-initial and C/M-initial, thus thoroughly maintaining the indigenous systems.

The pattern found in **Bodo**, also a C/M-initial language, spoken in the northeastern Indian state of Assam, is similar to Jingpho in that Bodo numerals are generally base-final; however, the numeral 100 can be either base-final or base-initial. Thus, compared to Jingpho, the indigenous base-initial system of Bodo has deteriorated further, most likely due to the influence of Assamese, the dominant language of the region, which, much like Chinese, is consistently base-final and C/M-final.

**Hausa**, according to Newman (2000) and Zimmermann (2008), has only one numeral classifier, which comes before the numeral and is thus C/M-initial. Its numerals again have two orders. Numerals above 100 are indigenous and base-initial, which correlates with the classifier; yet, numerals such as 20, 30, 40, etc. are borrowed from Arabic and base-final. Most Hausa-speakers regardless of ethnicity are Muslims. Thus, again, the split in base-ordering is due to the concurrent decline of the native base-initial system and the rise of the base-final system borrowed from a dominant language.

**Totonac** is likewise mixed with base-final and C/M-initial orders. Its numerals are consistently base-final, whether they are indigenous or borrowed from Spanish. Crucially, however, as noted by McFarland (2009:105), numeral classifiers are obligatorily prefixed on numbers up to twenty but not on any higher numbers. Now, the fact that its indigenous system is vigesimal means that classifiers, in the form of C-Num, do not co-occur with numerals with a conflicting order, i.e. \([n \text{ base}]\). In other words, though this base-final C/M-initial conflict exists in the language, it never manifests itself in a noun phrase.

In short, even though the number of base-initial, C/M-initial languages is small, this survey of 52 classifier languages suggests that there is a strong universal
tendency for the word order of C/M and that of the base to be correlated.26 This universal tendency finds a convincing underlying motivation in the common multiplicand function between C/M and base. It also supports the [Num C/M] constituency in all classifier languages.

6.3 Established C/M word orders and [Num C/M] constituency

Returning to word order variations, there are however six, not four, mathematical possibilities among Num, C/M, and N, the other two besides the four in (46) being [C/M N Num] and [Num N C/M], which I shall call Type E and Type F respectively, as shown in (51).

(51) Six Types of Word Order among Num, C/M, and N

(A) [Num C/M N] (e.g. three C horse)
(B) [N Num C/M] (e.g. horse three C)
(C) [C/M Num N] (e.g. C three horse)
(D) [N C/M Num] (e.g. horse C three)
(E)* [C/M N Num] (e.g. C horse three)
(F)* [Num N C/M] (e.g. three horse C)

Greenberg (1990[1975]) claims that the last two types do not exist. Indeed, as mentioned earlier, in our research Type F indeed has not turned up in the literature. Though Type E, [C/M N Num], has been identified in some of the Tai-Kadai languages, it is never the dominant order for C/M and without exception it is only allowed when Num is a specific form of the numeral one. I have thus demonstrated in §4 that the one here behaves more like an indefinite article or an adjective and thus should not be seen as Num. I have argued further that there is in fact a covert one and thus the order should be viewed as [Num C/M N]. Typologically, classifier languages either allow (e.g. Chinese) or require (e.g. Maonan) Num to be omitted when it is exactly one. The reason for this is again mathematical. The underlying operation in [Num C/M] is multiplication, much like that in a numeral [n base]; both can be seen as [multiplier \times multiplicand] (Au Yeung 2005, 2007; Her 2012a, 2012b). When Num, the multiplier, is one, it is redundant mathematically and can thus be omitted and the result will be the same.

26. A much more extensive survey of numeral classifier languages is under way to confirm this universal tendency. Meanwhile, it should be expected that the number of base-initial, C/M-initial languages is relatively much smaller than the base-final, C/M-final languages, for the simple reason that in the hot spot of numeral classifier languages, i.e. East Asia and South Asia, cultures that employ the base-final numeral systems are by far more dominant than those that use the base-initial ones.
Thus, the [Num C/M] constituency makes a very simple story, i.e. as long as [Num C/M] remains a constituent uninterrupted by N, all word orders are attested in languages;\(^{27}\) the two unattested word order types, i.e. (51E) and (51F) both violate the [Num C/M] constituency. The story would be drastically different under an analysis where [C/M N] forms a constituent first and then merge with Num. This analysis predicts that C/M and N are never separated and thus gives rise to the following typology.

(52) Four Types of Word Order under [C/M N] Constituency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Num-final</th>
<th>Num-initial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>C/M-final</strong></td>
<td><strong>Num-initial</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(D) [[N C/M] Num] (does not exist)</td>
<td>(F) *[Num [N C/M]]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e.g. Louisiade Archipelago (Oceanic), Bodo (Tibeto-Burman)</td>
<td>(does not exist)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C/M-initial</strong></td>
<td>(A) [Num [C/M N]]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(E) *[C/M N] Num] (does not exist)</td>
<td>e.g. Chinese, Vietnamese, Bengali</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Types E and F, which do not exist, are predicted to be viable options in languages, and yet two of the orders actually found in languages, i.e. Type B, [N Num C/M], and Type C, [C/M Num N], are rendered impossible.

Finally, a split analysis, e.g. Zhang (2011) and Li (2011), where both [Num /M] and [C/M N] are employed, predicts that all six possible variations are viable options in languages. The lack of Type E and F in human languages indicates that a split analysis is quite too powerful and simply incorrect. I therefore conclude with confidence that C/M and N do not form a constituent first and then merge with Num;\(^{28}\) rather, the [Num C/M]/[C/M Num] constituency is universal, and the internal word order between Num and C/M in a language is consistent with the internal word order of [\textit{n base}]/[\textit{base n}] in numerals in that language.

\(^{27}\) The claim that Adams (1989:12) makes is thus correct, that the classifier and number are never separated from each other. Her further conjecture is thus also correct, that in the [C/M N one] construction in some Tai languages, ‘one’ is not a number.

\(^{28}\) Aikhenvald (2000:111–112) claims that Kana, a Cross River language in southeastern Nigeria, is the only exception, citing Ikoro’s (1994:19–21) tone sandhi evidence showing C/M forming a prosodic unit with the head noun, not the numeral. However, this may not be the correct syntactic analysis upon close examination, as C can in fact be separated from N by an adjectival phrase, as in (i) below.

(i) \textit{zii ka kpaa-bee nee} one CL:GENERIC bald-head person ‘one bald person’ (Ikoro 1994:19–21, cited in Aikhenvald (2000:112))
7. Conclusion

This paper is concerned with the fundamental issue whether a classifier (C) or measure word (M) first forms a constituent with the numeral (Num), i.e. [Num C/M], or the noun (N), thus [C/M N], in a phrase composed of Num, C/M, and N. The language examined most closely is Mandarin Chinese from both synchronic and diachronic perspectives; however, the issue is also carefully considered from cross-linguistic typological perspectives. The conclusion that C/M first merges with Num, based on such argumentation, thus applies not only to Mandarin Chinese but also has significant implication on all classifier languages.

I first summarized the advantages of the unified left-branching [[Num C/M] N] analysis for Modern Mandarin Chinese and then offered two kinds of new evidence, from historical and typological data. I demonstrated that in Chinese the [Num C/M] constituency and its internal word order are entirely consistent with those of the round figures, i.e. [n base], with multiplication as the common underlying operation. Thus, [Num C/M] and [n base] can be unified as [multiplier × multiplicand]. Moreover, this parallel internal structure between C/M and numerals and the consistent multiplicand-final order, manifested as the corresponding C/M-final and base-final word orders, has existed in the language throughout its 3,000 years of history.

I also examined some of the typologically different Tibeto-Burman languages within the Sino-Tibetan family, where both varieties, i.e. [C/M-final and base-final] and [C/M-initial and base-initial], are found. Instances of [C/M N Num], where N intervenes between C/M and N when Num is of the value 1, are rejected as genuine counterexamples to the generalizations between C/M and numerals, as here the so-called numeral one is in fact not a numeral and is instead an indefinite article, like the English a/an, or an adjective meaning single. Furthermore, a systematic survey of 52 genetically diverse classifier languages also confirms the implicational universal that base-parameter and C/M-parameter are correlated. The above insights gained from the typology of C/M ordering and base ordering in numerals are better accounted for within the unified left-branching approach where [Num C/M] form a constituent that quantifies N.

Historically, the order [Num + C/M] has always remained the same in Chinese. The unified left-branching analysis for Modern Chinese can quite straightforwardly and comprehensively account for all historical word order variations by the simple head-parameter. However, a right branching analysis, i.e. [Num [C/M N]], together with the head-parameter, predicts incorrectly that Num and C/M can be separated by N in Chinese and also fails to capture the consistent parallelism between C/M and numeral bases throughout history.
Among the six word orders logically available among Num, C/M, and N, only four are attested. Essentially, all orders are allowed as long as N does not come in between Num and C/M. This typology is again easily accounted under the left-branching [Num C/M] constituency and the head-parameter. Yet, under the right-branching [C/M N] constituency and likewise the head-parameter, both under-generation and over-generation obtain. This again indicates that the left-branching approach is on the right track.
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Appendix. Base & C/M Synchronization in 52 languages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Base &amp; C/M Correlation</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Base &amp; C/M Correlation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ahom</td>
<td>final-to-final</td>
<td>Malay</td>
<td>final-to-final</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ainu</td>
<td>final-to-final</td>
<td>Mon</td>
<td>final-to-final</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archaic Chinese</td>
<td>final-to-final</td>
<td>Northern Uzbek</td>
<td>final-to-final</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assamese</td>
<td>final-to-final</td>
<td>Northwestern Ojibwa</td>
<td>final-to-final</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batak Karo</td>
<td>final-to-final</td>
<td>Osetin</td>
<td>final-to-final</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bengali</td>
<td>final-to-final</td>
<td>Pohnpeian</td>
<td>final-to-final</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgarian</td>
<td>final-to-final</td>
<td>Rawang</td>
<td>final-to-final</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burmese</td>
<td>final-to-final</td>
<td>Ruching Palaung</td>
<td>final-to-final</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cebuano</td>
<td>final-to-final</td>
<td>Sauria Paharia</td>
<td>final-to-final</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chuukese</td>
<td>final-to-final</td>
<td>Shan</td>
<td>final-to-final</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classical Nahuatl</td>
<td>final-to-final</td>
<td>Tabasco Chontal</td>
<td>final-to-final</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Farsi</td>
<td>final-to-final</td>
<td>Tai Dam</td>
<td>final-to-final</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Base &amp; C/M Correlation</td>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Base &amp; C/M Correlation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Jakalteko</td>
<td>final-to-final</td>
<td>Tai Don</td>
<td>final-to-final</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Katu</td>
<td>final-to-final</td>
<td>Tajiki</td>
<td>final-to-final</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilyak</td>
<td>final-to-final</td>
<td>Thai</td>
<td>final-to-final</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hakka Chinese</td>
<td>final-to-final</td>
<td>Turkish</td>
<td>final-to-final</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungarian</td>
<td>final-to-final</td>
<td>Venustiano Carranza</td>
<td>final-to-final</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese</td>
<td>final-to-final</td>
<td>Vietnamese</td>
<td>final-to-final</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khasi</td>
<td>final-to-final</td>
<td>Wolio</td>
<td>final-to-final</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khasi</td>
<td>final-to-final</td>
<td>Yue Chinese</td>
<td>final-to-final</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khmu</td>
<td>final-to-final</td>
<td>Bribri</td>
<td>initial-to-initial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiribati</td>
<td>final-to-final</td>
<td>Garo</td>
<td>initial-to-initial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korean</td>
<td>final-to-final</td>
<td>Bodo</td>
<td>mixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lao</td>
<td>final-to-final</td>
<td>Hausa</td>
<td>mixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lave</td>
<td>final-to-final</td>
<td>Jingpho</td>
<td>mixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisu</td>
<td>final-to-final</td>
<td>Totonac</td>
<td>final-to-initial</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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